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Britain’s decision in 1969 to renege on its agreement to sell its most modern Chieftain tank
to Israel reflects the deterioration of the relations between the two countries after the Six-
Day War of 1967. The refusal to sell the tanks was motivated by a desire to protect British

interests in Arab countries and hopes for a political settlement of the Arab–Israeli dispute.
British and Israeli primary sources reveal that the financial and political motives of the

Labour government outweighed the long-standing warm relations between the two
Labour parties that ruled Britain and Israel. Furthermore, during this affair, the British

Foreign Office used tactics that verged on ‘perfidy’; first and foremost was the appeal to the
US State Department to refrain from selling US-made tanks to Israel.
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Introduction

This article describes the chain of events that constituted the ‘Chieftain Tank Affair’,

which had a great effect on the course of British–Israeli relations during the second
half of the 1960s. The affair began in 1964 when the British Ministry of Defense (MoD)

attempted to sell to Israel its most expensive and newest tank. The affair advanced in
1966 as the Foreign Office (FO) agreed to the sale and Israel decided to study the
suitability of the Chieftain tank. During 1967 and 1968, the Israel Defense Forces

(IDF) tested the tank in the Negev desert and, in July 1968, it expressed an interest in
purchasing 250 tanks. In November 1968, the British government announced its

agreement to the sale in principle, but in 1969 it revoked this agreement, thereby
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frustrating Israel’s attempt to modernize its armoured corps. This article intends to

illuminate relations between Britain and Israel before and after the June 1967 Six-Day

War, focusing on Israel’s desire to equip the IDF with modern arms. This research is

based on primary sources from the British and Israeli National Archives, and

supported by the memoirs of British cabinet ministers and Israeli officers—sources

that have not been tapped by other researchers of the period.
These combined sources lead to the following conclusions. First, Britain’s reneging

on the agreement to sell hundreds of Chieftain tanks was considered at that time a

severe, military and political, blow to Israel. That decision followed a serious

deterioration in Britain’s balance of payments after the 1967 Six-Day War, which led

the British FO to give priority to mending relationships with Arab states. Second,

while this was certainly not the first instance of realpolitik considerations influencing

relations between Israel and Western states, the British actions in this case were

characterized as ‘perfidious’ by Israel’s old supporter, Cabinet Minister Richard

Crossman. Third, the warm relationship between the Israeli leadership and Prime

Minister Harold Wilson and many other leaders of the Labour Party had no influence

on Britain’s policy. In addition, Israeli diplomats failed badly: they did not provide

accurate information regarding the intentions and actions of the FO, and their

evaluations were based on serious misconceptions.
It is a historical irony that Israel had no reason to regret that its desire to purchase

Chieftain was refused. On the one hand, it led (in 1970) to the decision to establish a

domestic tank industry and to develop the Merkava, an original design that is

considered to be one of the outstanding tanks in the world. The Chieftain, on the other

hand, turned out to be an unreliable tank.
Despite the importance of the Chieftain affair, the issue is still unexplored. Moshe

Gat’s meticulous studies of British–Israeli relations do not mention the export of

British weapons to Israel.1 The work of Zach Levey emphasizes the centrality of

weapons acquisition to Israel’s relations with Western powers, but while a very good

source for developments throughout the 1950s, it does not go beyond the 1967 Six-

Day War.2 British historiography, for its part, does not go into this subject in any

detail. The memoirs of George Brown, who served as the British Foreign Secretary

before and after the Six-DayWar, give a lot of space to the Arab–Israeli dispute, but do

not mention arms exports at all.3 A similar gap was demonstrated by Frank Brenchley,

who was Head of the Arabian Department and later Assistant Under-Secretary at the

FO (1963–1968). His book provides an interesting glimpse of the attitudes of senior

FO officials, towards Israel and the Arabs, but does not discuss Brown’s decisions

regarding the sale of arms to Israel.4 A comprehensive book by Mark Phythian deals

with global British arms export policy and contains useful information on exports to

Israel and Arab states. However, the export of arms to Israel is not one of the book’s

main themes and its brief consideration stops before the ‘Chieftain Affair’.5
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Israeli Military Acquisitions from Britain before the Six-Day War

During the 1950s and 1960s, the acquisition of modern weapons was a central goal of

Israel’s foreign policy. Since September 1955, the Soviet Union had supplied large

quantities of modern weapons, at low prices, to Egypt and, subsequently, to Iraq and

Syria. Israel, by contrast, had encountered major difficulties in closing the arms gap

that had widened in the Arab states’ favour—in bombers, fighter aircrafts, tanks,

artillery, warships, etc. Thus, the purchase of weapons was a central issue in Israel’s

relations with France, West Germany, Britain and the USA.6

The capture of the Sinai by the IDF in the 1956 Suez War shaped Israeli doctrine for

future wars. It would be based on strong air and armoured forces, which were expected

to conduct a lightning war and defeat the Arab armies on their own territory. From the

mid-1950s, Israel had purchased advanced fighter aircrafts from France, which became

the major weapon supplier to the IDF at this time. The purchase of modern tanks,

however, proved to be a serious challenge. The IDF’s main battle tanks (MBT) were

upgraded versions of Second World War surplus US Shermans, which were markedly

inferior to the more modern Soviet T-54/55 tanks that had been supplied to the Arab

armies. All efforts to acquire more modern US tanks failed. The USA refused to supply

the IDF with M-48 Pattons, and even forbade North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) members that were replacing their outdated M-47 tanks to sell them to

Israel.7 In this period, neither France nor West Germany produced MBT yet, and

Britain was therefore the only possible source for such matériel. Israel wanted to buy

the British Centurion; this effective tank had first entered into British Army service in

1946, but had since been upgraded and sold in great numbers to armies all over the

world, including those of Egypt, Iraq and Jordan. Nevertheless, before 1958, the sale of

Centurions to Israel had been prevented by the tense relationship between the two

countries.

The year 1958 saw the opening of a new, friendlier chapter in British–Israeli

relations because of the events of ‘Black July’ in 1958, when the pro-British regime in

Iraq was overthrown and the pro-Western regimes in Jordan and Lebanon were

threatened by followers of Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser. In response to

these threats, the USA sent Marines to Lebanon and Britain sent paratroops to Jordan.

Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion allowed the airlift that supplied British forces in

Jordan to fly through Israeli airspace, thus assisting in the preservation of the

Hashemite regime and bringing the July crisis to a positive conclusion.8 Despite all

this, the USA still refused to sell arms to Israel; however, the US State Department had

recommended, at the end of 1958, that Britain sell 55 Centurion tanks to the IDF, and

indirectly financed their purchase (which cost $10 million). It was a clear expression of

the policy which the USA pursued until the mid-1960s—refusal to sell weapons to

Israel, but willingness to assist in the financing of acquisitions elsewhere.
Thus began the ‘armour relationship’ between Britain and Israel, as a result of which

Britain agreed to sell to Israel, in several tranches, about 400 Centurion tanks between

1959 and 1964. Britain sold tanks which had been taken out of service and refurbished
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and upgraded in Israel with the excellent British 105mm tank gun. Thereafter, the

Centurion became the spearhead of the Israeli armoured forces throughout the 1960s.

The most significant tranche, 250 Centurions, arrived between 1964 and 1967, and was

also a result of a US recommendation. This happened early in President Lyndon

B. Johnson’s term of office, after the USA had agreed to sell to Jordan M-48 Patton

tanks and F-104 Starfighter supersonic fighters. In response, Israel asked for 500

Patton tanks and scores of A-4 Skyhawk attack aircraft. The Johnson administration

recognized Israel’s need for more modern weapons, but still would not agree to supply

her directly; instead, it organized an armour ‘package’ in the form of 150 M-48A1

Patton tanks that had been taken out of service in West Germany and 250 ex-British

Army Centurions. The British FO’s agreement to the export of such a large number of

tanks was given reluctantly, and only as a result of President Johnson’s personal

pressure.9

The MoD was naturally happy to sell these tanks, which had been destined to be

scrapped, as well as large quantities of ammunition and spare parts. It also had hoped

to benefit from IDF experience in operating the Centurions, which were still a central

component of the British order of battle. However, the FO had conflicting

considerations regarding weapon exports to Israel.
First, Britain had important economic and strategic interests in the Middle East—

the importation of cheap oil and the protection of British oil companies; exports of

arms and other manufactured goods; military bases and the preservation of friendly

regimes in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Libya and Jordan. Britain recognized that Nasser’s

posture was a grave danger to Western interests, but was confronted by complex

choices in her wish to preserve stability in the region. On the one hand, the export of

weapons to Israel might have angered Nasser and caused him to strike back against

British interests; on the other hand, failure to sell weapons to Israel could have

prompted Israel to launch a pre-emptive war, as she had in 1956. Again, a strong Israel

might have acted as a brake on the Egyptian–Soviet penetration in the region, while

arms sales might have made Israel dependent on British military supplies, which

would have made it easier for Britain to curb Israel’s retaliatory actions.10 Second,

given Britain’s general dire economic condition and the decline of its arms exports

specifically, supplying arms to Israel was obviously financially attractive. It would also

satisfy domestic public opinion, which disliked Nasser, and additional benefits might

have flowed from assisting US policy in the region.

Faced with these conflicting considerations, Britain decided on a neutral strategy

that aspired ‘to build the best possible relations with each of the nations of the region’,

and was based on the following principles:

To take into account the arms balance between Israel and Egypt; to supply only
defensive weapons; to prevent an arms race; not to supply sophisticated weapons;

not to become the principal or sole supplier to one of the parties; and, of course, to
prevent sales which could help the nuclearisation of one of the sides.11
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In practice, Britain considered each Israeli request for arms according to the prevailing
circumstances. The FO agreed to sell Israel weapons of the kind that had been sold to

Arab states—Centurions and old submarines being prominent examples. But they
only agreed to sell the Centurions in secret, in a limited quantity and in small tranches

so that it would be possible to halt the supply at any time. Meanwhile, they refused to
sell modern or high-profile weapons, such as the Buccaneer attack aircraft and

Bloodhound ground-to-air missile. However, Britain agreed to sell the 105mm tank
gun to upgrade the Centurions and also granted Israel a licence to produce the guns

and ammunition domestically, both being low-profile items. It is important to
emphasise that this export policy was implemented both by the Conservative
governments which served until 1964 and by the Labour government—ostensibly a

close friend to Israel—which came to office that year. The agreement to sell 250
Centurions in September 1964 was signed by a Conservative defence minister,

while the option to buy 200–300 more tanks was given to Israel in March 1965 by
his Labour Party successor. The change of government nevertheless brought about a

re-examination of British policies in many areas, among them the Arab–Israeli
dispute. In March 1965, the new Foreign Secretary, Michael Stewart, produced a

Middle East policy document that was approved by the cabinet.12 Although the
document was much more detailed, there was no substantive change compared to the
policy which had preceded it. In the following sections, one will see that this policy

also continued to guide the Harold Wilson government after the Six-Day War.
In conclusion, one can summarize Britain’s arms sales policy to Israel as a partial

response to requests and then only under US pressure. The FO’s fear of Arab anger and
economic boycott dwarfed other considerations—the economic advantages from arms

exports, Israel’s security and the friendship of the British Labour Party towards its
Israeli sister party.

The Roots of the Chieftain Affair 1964–1968

As stated previously, the transition from ancient Shermans to more modern Centurion
and M-48 Patton MBTs closed the current gap with the Arab armies’ T-54/55 tanks.

However, in strategic discussions between the USA and Israel, which took place at the
end of 1963, the Israelis also requested the modern M-60 Patton tanks, the equivalent
to the next-generation T-62 tank; the American refused to supply the M-60s. During

that period, Western European countries were developing the next generation of
MBTs: the Chieftain in Britain, the AMX30 in France and the Leopard in West

Germany. But the development of the Leopard had not been completed and Israel did
not want the French tank for operational reasons. Israel wanted the M-60, but agreed

reluctantly to the Chieftain, which was considered at the time to be the most advanced
Western tank. It was equipped with a powerful 120mm gun, a diesel engine and heavy

armour; it had night-fighting capabilities and it was designed to operate on a chemical
and nuclear battlefield. The Chieftain was due to enter British Army service at the end

of 1966, replacing the Centurion. From Israel’s point of view, the Chieftain had two
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shortcomings. The first was its price of £110,000—four times that of a refurbished and
upgraded Centurion. The second was that the Chieftain was designed for combat in

the cold and damp of north-western Europe and it was not clear how well it would

perform in the Middle East deserts. The high price was the reason for Britain’s desire to
sell Chieftains as early as 1964, when it offered Israel 45 Chieftains. The USA also had

hoped that Israel would buy Chieftains, thus saving her from refusing to sell the M-60.
US Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara even suggested a scheme (which was never

implemented) designed to overcome the high cost of the Chieftains: he proposed
subsidizing Britain’s sale of the Chieftains to Israel by giving Britain a discount on the

price of US fighter aircraft.13

It is important to point out that in the first half of 1964, the FO did not oppose the

sale of the Chieftains and its positive stance was based on the following arguments.

First, even though the Chieftain was superior to the Arab armies’ T-54/55, equipping
the IDF with about 45 modern tanks would not alter the overall balance of forces.

Second, tanks were not considered ‘sophisticated’ weapons under FO guidelines;
therefore, the supply of Chieftains could be defended as not changing the existing

policy towards Israel.14

The next chapter in the affair occurred in 1966, when Britain’s wish to sell the

Chieftains coincided with the IDF’s readiness to try the new tank, despite its high
price. In July 1966, Foreign Secretary Stewart agreed to the sale of Chieftains if Israel

wanted them, and Israel agreed to test the tanks. In January 1967, the first two Mark-2

Chieftains, accompanied by British specialist personnel, reached Israel. They were
delivered to a highly secret testing team formed by Major General Israel Tal,

commander of the IDF Armoured Corps. During three years of trials, the tank’s
systems were thoroughly tested in the Negev desert by Israeli and British experts and

many upgrades were proposed and implemented.15

The intervening Six-Day War of 1967 and its outcome dramatically changed the

military situation and the political options, and effected Israel and Britain in different

directions. First, it increased Israel’s need for both Chieftains and older Centurions.
In addition, the Israeli government now decided to reduce its dependence on imported

weapons, and planned to establish their own tank industry, starting with a Chieftain
assembly plant. From the British viewpoint, the new picture was much more complex.

On the one hand, the MoD still wanted, even more, to sell Chieftains to the IDF. After
the 1967 War, Britain’s dire balance of payments and the need to preserve jobs in

British factories were increasingly pressing factors, the more so since it had already
become clear that the Chieftain would not be a commercial success like the Centurion.

NATO and Commonwealth countries were not ordering Chieftains and the MoD

hoped that their purchase by Israel (and the IDF’s upgrades) would help promote
additional sales.

On the other hand, the FO changed its stance after the 1967 War, and now opposed
the sale of the Chieftains despite the economic benefits. This volte-face was a result of

trauma caused by President Nasser’s hostility towards Britain. It is important to
remember that before the outbreak of the war, Prime Minister Wilson and Foreign
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Secretary Brown tried to promote an international naval effort for opening the Straits

of Tiran, an initiative that did not endear them to Nasser.16 After the outbreak of the

war, he falsely accused the Royal Air Force (RAF; and the US Navy) of participating in

attacks on Egyptian airfields; the subsequent closure of the Suez Canal, the three-

month oil embargo and attacks on British assets in Arab cities, all added to the FO’s

dismay.17 The British cabinet was quite shocked by the war’s ramifications for British

interests in the region, and decided to change tack. At a cabinet meeting after the end

of hostilities, George Brown analysed the situation in the Middle East and suggested

new strategic priorities: securing the resumption of the flow of oil, the protection of

British oil companies, arms and other exports to the Arab countries, the reopening of

the Suez Canal and the defence of Sterling reserves. Brown concluded his white paper

as follows:

We have an important and vulnerable industrial and financial stake in the Arab
countries. We therefore have a strong interest in rebuilding our relations with these
countries. Given that the Israelis have shown an outstanding ability to defend
themselves without our support, our best policy would appear to be that of the
maximum practicable disengagement from this dispute. We cannot wholly
disengage, e.g. from discussions under United Nations auspices. But in general, in
our present military and economic situation, where we cannot intervene decisively,
we stand to lose more from activity which may be misunderstood (and exploited by
Cairo Radio and the Soviet Government) than we gain from the wisdom and
experience we may contribute to the problem.18

On 15 November, the cabinet’s Overseas Policy and Defence (OPD) committee

discussed its updated Middle East arms sales policy, which was not very different from

the November 1964 version. The basic considerations were unchanged and the

practical decisions taken by the OPD committee were twofold. First, the supply of

Centurions may be resumed (but permission was given to sell only 50 of the 150 tanks

that Israel had asked for). Second, any decision regarding the sale of Chieftains could

be postponed since Israel had not yet formally asked for them.19

The next chapter of the affair should be viewed in the context of the following

developments that occurred during 1968. First, in March, Michael Stewart, who had

been foreign secretary from January 1965 to August 1966, returned to the FO to

replace George Brown—a change that was welcomed in Israel, as Stewart was

considered a friend. Stewart approved the replacement of the first brace of Chieftains

and the continuation of the trials in the Negev desert, and agreed to the sale of 50

additional Centurions. The minutes of the 28 May 1968 meeting of the OPD

committee reveal Stewart’s support for Israel:

Israel is a small country closely hemmed in by her neighbours, for whom defence
against an attack of any scale is likely to be impossible without very heavy civilian
casualties. This enforces on her a strategy, which concentrates on (a) the
maintenance of sufficient forces to deter an Arab attack, and (b), if this fails, of
attack on Arab armed forces and strategic targets at long range before they can
themselves reach Israeli targets. The distinction between offensive and defensive use
is therefore an unreal one in relation to Israel.
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At the meeting, the sale of air-to-ground bombs was approved, but at the same
meeting, Stewart reiterated the FO’s November 1967 objections to the sale of

Chieftains.20 Second, on 22 March 1968, an IDF combined arms brigade raided

Palestinian guerrilla bases in Karameh, Jordan, and got involved in heavy fighting with
Jordanian army units. The Israeli massive raid reflected the intensification of the fire

along the Jordan River, which started right after June 1967.
The next stage occurred in October 1968, when the Israeli ambassador in London

presented an official request to purchase 250 Chieftains over the next three to five
years, and of this total, 150–200 would be assembled in Israel. It was made clear that

the IDF intended to at least double that number in later years. In addition, Israel asked

to purchase another 200 second-hand Centurions. The MoD recommended these sales
wholeheartedly but the FO (now the Foreign and Commonwealth Office) objected

and, in the OPD committee meetings held on 7 and 13 November 1968, the ministers
were asked to decide between the two opposing positions. The MoD prevailed on this

occasion. The committee agreed to sell Israel 200 Centurions and 250 Chieftains; the
supply of Chieftains was due to start in 1971, and would continue for two years. It is of

interest to present the detailed arguments of the two ministries, as these would be

repeated, in different versions, in the many discussions on the subject, which the
committee held over the next 12 months.21

The MoD was motivated mainly by economic considerations. According to its
estimates, the value of the package that Israel had requested (including ammunition,

spare parts and other equipment that would be supplied over the years) would total
£80 million and the purchase of 300–400 more tanks in the future might increase the

amount to £130 million. In addition, cooperation with the IDF was expected to
improve the quality of the tanks and increase their attractiveness in the eyes of foreign

armies. The production lines at the Royal Ordnance Factory at Leeds and at Vickers in

Newcastle would have to be closed in the middle of 1971 unless a contract to sell
Chieftains to Israel was finalized.

The MoD rejected the FO claim that the sale of Chieftains to Israel was likely to
bring about the cancellation of large arms orders from moderate Arab countries

(Libya, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Jordan).
The MoD also addressed other claims advanced by the FO. They dismissed the FO’s

evaluation that there was no danger to Israel’s security, by relying upon a report of the
Chiefs of Staff Committee. The MoD also rejected the claim that the sale of Chieftains

would start a new arms race; they predicted that sooner or later the Soviet Union

would in any case send the Arab states her most modern tank, the T-62, whether or not
Britain supplied Chieftains to Israel.

The FO based its opposition to the sale of Chieftains, despite the economic benefits,
upon three arguments. The argument based on principle touched on the fear that the

sale of the Chieftains would cause an arms race. In the light of Israel’s victories in the
Six-Day War, the tanks were not essential to ensure her security. Therefore, their

military importance for Israel and the economic benefits for Britain, which would
result from a sale, did not outweigh the damage that might be caused to British
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interests. The FO argued that it would still be possible to supply the tanks in the future

if there were a change in the balance of forces. The political argument reflected the wish

to demonstrate neutrality in the Arab–Israeli dispute. In this vein, Lord Caradon, the

British ambassador to the United Nations, argued that ‘a sale of these tanks to Israel at

this time or at any time in the foreseeable future would destroy any hope of our being

able to contribute to a Middle East settlement’. The economic argument—the fear of an

Arab boycott—was apparently the FO’s dominant consideration. Foreign Secretary

Stewart wrote that

the real risk is of the spread through the Arab world of a demand for concerted
counter-measures which might force even governments well-disposed to us to take
action against their own preference. In view of the example of June 1967 of the
volatility of the area and the effects of this on our interests there, it would be rash to
discount the possibility of such a demand spreading.22

Nevertheless, at the end of the second meeting (13 November 1968), the OPD

committee decided to approve in principle the sale of 250 Chieftains (and 200

Centurions). The next stage was supposed to be the signing of a memorandum of

understanding regarding the details of the sale, in April 1969. The MoD had won the

battle but it was not to be a decisive victory. The wording of the decision included

three potential impediments: the agreement to the sale was only ‘in principle’; Stewart

was empowered ‘to extract the maximum political advantage in the attempts to secure

an Arab–Israel settlement’; and no mention was made of Israel’s wish to produce the

tanks domestically.

‘Perfidious Albion’: The 1969 Affair

Foreign Secretary Stewart worked consistently to undermine the 13 November

approval and a year later he succeeded: in November 1969, the OPD committee

reversed its earlier decision. This persistence of FO opposition to the sale, voiced

since the Six-Day War, was strengthened as a result of developments that had

occurred after November 1968. The first was a large-scale IDF raid on Beirut’s airport

on the night of 28 December 1968, after which France widened her arms embargo to

cover all sales of arms and ammunition to Israel. In the FO’s opinion, this

development made it easier for France to sell weapons to Arab states which had been

traditionally customers of Britain, and strengthened the need for Britain to refrain

from selling weapons to Israel. The second development was the resumption, on 8

March 1969, of Egyptian artillery bombardment across the Suez Canal after four

quiet months, opening a new phase in the War of Attrition. The third was the failure

of diplomacy by the Four Powers to make any progress towards a political settlement

in the foreseeable future.23

Wilson, Stewart and Lord Caradon wanted to play a key role in attaining an

agreement between the Arab states and Israel, and feared that the sale of the Chieftains

would endanger its posture as an honest broker. It is possible that there was also an
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intention to use the eventual sale of the Chieftains as compensation for Israel’s

withdrawal from occupied territories.24

Michael Stewart brought about his desired change in policy gradually. In the OPD

committee meeting of 26 March 1969, his resolution passed that postponed the

signing of the memorandum of understanding, which had been scheduled for April

1969. On 1 May 1969, the OPD committee accepted Stewart’s recommendation to tell

Israel that the time was not suitable for approval of the Chieftain deal, and that the

subject would be re-examined in the autumn. Crossman’s memoirs and the minutes of

the meeting show that, in effect, a decision was taken to refuse to sell the Chieftains,

while the wording that was given to Israel was intended to mislead her and her friends,

as detailed below.25 On 4 November 1969, the OPD committee took a final decision

and notified Israel of Britain’s withdrawal from the agreement that had been reached a

year earlier.
Britain’s reneging on the agreement was considered by Israel, at that time, to be a

heavy blow on several levels—military, diplomatic, economic and personal. The

military consequence was that the IDF was left without a modern tank after investing

three years and a great deal of money in preparation for the adoption of the Chieftain.

Furthermore, Britain’s withdrawal came during a very violent stage in the War of

Attrition, which raged along the Suez Canal, when the prevailing assumption was that

Egypt would shortly receive the new Soviet T-62 tank in quantity. In the diplomatic

sphere, the British decision gave rise to fears that other friendly countries will follow

her example. From the economic viewpoint, the British decision derailed the

programme to establish a tank industry in Israel. At a personal level, Prime Minister

Golda Meir, her Deputy Yigal Alon and many senior people in the Israeli MAPAI

(Labour) Party felt betrayed by their friends in the British Labour cabinet, particularly

by Harold Wilson and Michael Stewart.

British documents reveal that Stewart’s effort to reverse the decision to export

Chieftains made use of arguments mentioned in previous sections. Compared to MoD

views, he exaggerated the damage to the British economy by cancellation of arms and

other orders by Arab states. At the same time, he downplayed both the value of Israeli

purchases and the risks to Israel security. In preparation for OPD committee meetings

in March and May 1969, the FO deployed some new ammunition. It recruited the

opinions of British representatives in the Middle East and British industrialists, who

feared the serious damage Britain faced from an expected Arab boycott. In addition, he

presented the opinion of officials who claimed that the balance of forces did not lean to

Israel’s disadvantage and that her security was not at risk. In later memos, this claim

was refined and the assertion was even added that Israel did not really need the

Chieftains—and that the aim of the purchase was to cause a rift between Britain and

the Arab states. FO documents indicate that the fear of an Arab boycott was the

decisive consideration, but the FO proclaimed, first, the desire to advance a political

settlement. This was stated in a memorandum to the foreign secretary suggesting the

wording of the refusal letter to Israel:
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Although it is of course true that the effect on our commercial interests in the Arab
world has been one of the most important considerations affecting our decision, and
though Mr Thompson [George Thompson, then Minister without Portfolio] has
said as much in Tel Aviv, I doubt whether it is wise to lay so much emphasis on that
aspect in this letter. The letter could easily at some stage become public—it might
even be deliberately leaked—and we could become subject to very strong criticism if
we were thought to have been primarily swayed by commercial considerations.26

In all these matters, the opinion of Defense Secretary Denis Healey (in office from

October 1964 to June 1970) differed from that of Stewart. Nevertheless, Stewart

managed to gradually persuade most of his colleagues that Britain’s dire economic

situation did not allow them to risk an Arab boycott. Stewart was aware of the strong

support for Israel at many echelons of the Labour Party: the prime minister, ministers,

many members of parliament, trade union leaders and rank-and-file members.

Throughout this period, he therefore took steps to mislead the pro-Israel lobby and to

prevent a strong reaction. First, Stewart never revealed to the Israelis his

uncompromising opposition to the sale of the Chieftains. Second, at the beginning

of 1969, he approved the shipment of another pair of Chieftains for continued testing

(an upgraded pair designated Chieftain Mark 4, which had been modified to meet

Israeli requirements). In March 1969, and later in July, he approved visits to Israel by

British experts (Colonel Richard Warren Piper and his team), who finalized the details

relating to production of the Chieftain Mark 4s. This was how the approval was

explained in an internal FO memo:

Mr. Stewart saw the difficulty that if we told the Israelis the real reason for putting
off the visit [of Colonel Piper] their lobby would get to work on Ministers and we
would have a much more difficult passage at next week’s [26 March 1969] OPD than
otherwise. Indeed, the lobby might well get to work whatever explanation we gave
for putting off the visit. Mr. Stewart therefore reluctantly agreed that we should
agree that the visit should go ahead.27

This worked well until 11 June 1969 when the Daily Telegraph reported that Britain

had decided to supply the Kingdom of Libya with Chieftain tanks and self-propelled

guns, while refusing to sell Chieftains to Israel. The article was published on the day

that Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir arrived in London to attend a meeting of the

Socialist International, and shocked her deeply. With the encouragement of the Israeli

ambassador to Britain, Aharon Remez, the pro-Israel lobby went on with the attack

and initiated two debates in parliament, arguing that if Chieftains were sold to Libya

(under the then King Idris), it was inconceivable not to sell them to Israel. The debate

in the House of Commons, on 18 June, embarrassed Stewart somewhat but did not

change his stance.28 Meir earned great respect during her visit to Britain, and

conducted many meetings, some of them in private with Prime Minister Wilson and

senior Labour figures; however, in none of these meetings was she given any indication

that the decision to refuse the sale had in effect already been made.
In addition, during the first half of 1969, the British had reassured the Israelis that

delay in signing the memorandum of understanding would not disrupt the timetable
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for the supply of the tanks if it were finally decided to supply them. All this time, the
training of Israeli tank crews continued, as did the close contacts in Israel and Britain

between General Tal and the Chieftain’s developers and manufacturers.
The extent of what one may call FO duplicity would be revealed by March 1969

when Michael Stewart asked the US State Department not to sell US tanks to Israel.
This request resulted from the fear that the cancellation of the sale of Chieftains would

cause an Israeli boycott of British products (first, a refusal to buy more Centurions),
but also from a desire to retain the option to sell Chieftains to Israel in the future

should Britain wish to do so. Assuming that Israel would ask the USA for the modern
M-60 tank, the FO tried to block Israel’s access to the US arsenal. In addition, Stewart
believed that the refusal to sell the Chieftains would please the Nixon administration

and that they would reward him with support for British interests in the Arabian
Peninsula. To Britain’s great embarrassment, the appeal to Washington was quickly

revealed to Israel.29

It is worth mentioning that there was unanimous agreement that the Chieftains

should not be sold to Israel at the May OPD committee meeting. Even Richard
Crossman bowed to considerations of realpolitik but he was highly critical of the way

that the FO had handled the affair. In the meeting, he said: ‘I would rather tell the
Israelis the honest truth and let them buy the tanks from somebody else. We were
trying to get the best of both worlds, to placate the Arabs by postponing the decision

and keep the Israelis tagging along’.30

The Curtain Falls

Towards the autumn of 1969, all sides prepared for the final act. The FO recruited their

ambassadors in the Arab states to present an alarming picture of the expected Arab
reaction to the sale, while the MoD and the ambassador in Tel Aviv persisted in

presenting an opposite opinion. In addition, the positions taken by the parties were
influenced by three significant developments which had occurred during 1969. First,

there had been no progress towards a diplomatic settlement, neither in the discussions
of the Four Powers nor in the mission of UN Special Representative Dr Gunnar

Jarring, but Stewart did not despair, and tried yet again to initiate a new British
compromise proposal. Second, since March, Egyptian fire across the Suez Canal
intensified and, in July, Israel decided to engage the full capacity of its air force. Finally,

at the beginning of September 1969, pro-Nasserite officers in Libya led by Colonel
Muammar Gadaffi overthrew King Idris and ended the historically close relationship

between Libya and Britain. At that time, Britain had signed contracts (and had
received down payments) to supply Libya with an air defence system worth £135

million, for 188 Chieftain tanks and other ground equipment worth £52 million and
for a frigate worth £7 million, with the expectation of additional contracts worth tens

of millions of pounds.31 Relations with Libya were important, since Libya had
provided Britain with army and RAF bases and extensive training grounds, and

allowed her to use Libyan airspace for flights to the Near and Far East and to Africa.
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The events in Libya made a revolutionary contribution (in both senses) to the

discussions of the OPD committee on 15 and 16 October 1969, which for the first time

considered the sales of weapons to Israel and Libya as one subject. British documents

reveal that as a consequence of the coup in Libya, the MoD had capitulated to the FO

position with regard to the sale of Chieftains to Israel. The MoD’s greatest worry

became the possibility of the cancellation of the highly profitable export of weapons to

Libya and the closing of the British bases and training areas there.

At a meeting between Healey and Stewart on 7 October, they resolved their

disagreement, and decided to use the refusal to sell tanks to Israel to gain economic and

political dividends from theArab states. They hoped that the refusal would persuade the

new Libyan regime to not cancel all the armament contracts and that it would bring

additional benefits such as the export of passenger aircraft, permission to use Egyptian

airspace, training grounds in North Africa and more. Healey’s attitude is evident in his

statement that ‘there is a security risk of supplying Chieftains to Libya [because of fears

of the transfer of information to the Soviets], but it’s worth taking this risk if we’re

talking about a big order’.32 The OPD meetings in October 1969 dealt mainly with the

question of whether it was appropriate to sell Chieftains to Libya, while at the same time

refusing to sell them to Israel. On the one side stood Stewart and Healey, who argued

against endangering the sale of hundreds ofmillions of pounds’ worth ofweapons to the

Arab states by selling to Israel Chieftains worth only tens of millions of pounds. On the

other side, friends of Israel demanded, on moral grounds, a linkage between the sale of

tanks to Libya and to Israel. In both meetings, most ministers advocated the same

treatment for Israel as for Libya, but during the discussions, it emerged that no one had

any idea of the intentions of the new Libyan regime regarding relations with Britain in

general and the purchase of British weapons in particular. Therefore, there was no basis

on which to make decisions regarding the sale to Libya.33

The decision to notify Israel of the refusal was taken at the OPD committee meeting

on 4 November 1969:

. . . we should inform the Israeli Government that we could not, at this stage, sign a
memorandum of understanding on the supply of Chieftains. We should also refrain
from indicating any specific date at which we might feel free to go ahead, though we
should leave the way open for a reconsideration of our position if there were a
radical change in the situation and in the balance of forces—if, for example, it
became clear that the Soviets intend to supply T62s to the Arab countries. At the
same time, we should make it clear that if, in the light of this continued delay, the
Israelis wished to seek their requirements elsewhere, we should understand this.34

The notification was given to Israel in November, eight months after the meeting in

March 1969, at which, in effect, it had already been decided to withdraw from the

agreement to supply Israel with Chieftains. Israel’s Foreign Minister Abba Eban

responded to Stewart in a long letter in which he accused Britain of caving in to Arab

blackmail, and said that the refusal would shake the already fragile situation in Middle

East. He concluded by stating that in the light of the many British interests in the Arab

states, Britain could play no useful role in the discussions of the Four Powers.35 The
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Israeli lobby in Britain continued to try, unsuccessfully, to reverse the decision.
Members of parliament were inundated with letters, leaders of the British Jewish

community met with ministers, 94 members of the House of Commons and the

House of Lords signed a petition and questions were asked in parliament. These
appeals did not bear fruit.

The conclusion of this section will deal with the ‘Libyan Complication’—the OPD
committee’s decision taken on 25 March 1970 to renege on the previously mentioned

contract with the Libyan government. The decision is not mentioned in Israeli
historiography, probably because the refusal to deliver the Chieftains to Libya presents

British decisions more fairly. On 29 April 1969, a contract had been signed with King
Idris’ government for the sale of 188 Chieftain tanks and other fighting vehicles. The

contract had been signed at the same time that the OPD committee had decided,

practically, to renege on the sale of Chieftains to Israel. The political considerations
that motivated the contract, besides the obvious financial benefits, were the Anglo-

British defence treaty and Libya’s non-involvement in the Arab–Israeli dispute.
Gaddafi’s coup in September 1969 ended a close alliance that had started after the

Second World War. The new Libyan government demanded immediate evacuation of
all British (and US) military personnel, and its public statement did not bode well for

future relations with Western oil companies. Nevertheless, the Libyans wanted the
Chieftains badly. After long deliberations, the OPD committee decided on 25 March

1970 to suspend the deliveries of the tanks. The reason given was that ‘In the present

circumstances it would be clearly wrong to introduce into the Middle East a powerful
new weapon not held by other Middle Eastern countries, and which was not being

supplied to Israel’.36 It is important to mention that the ministers acted against the
advice of MoD, FO and Treasury officials. The officials argued that the Chieftains

should be delivered to Libya because of financial, political (friendship with Arab
world) and strategic (blocking the Soviets) reasons. The officials were backed by the

opinions of the military, which claimed that the Libyan Chieftains would not shift the

balance of power in the Middle East and which was not worried about classified British
tank technology being transferred to the Soviet Union.

Why did Wilson and his ministers act against the advice of their officials? The
reason was given in Stewart’s memo to Wilson: ‘I still believe that the political

arguments against our supplying Chieftains at the present time are overriding.
In particular, the public and parliamentary reaction to news of a decision to supply

would be particularly hostile at a time when the Arab/Israel conflict has worsened.’37

Crossman’s memoirs indicate that, in the beginning of 1970, Wilson was considering

early elections, in mid-year. It is understandable that Stewart thought that supplying

tanks to Libya would harm Labour’s election campaign. At that time, the hostility of
Gadaffi’s regime was quite evident and Labour leaders had good reasons to believe that

voters would dislike a soft approach to Libya. It should be added that at the beginning
of 1970, economic prospects looked somewhat brighter: British balance of payment

figures had showed improvement and there were strong indications that the Iranians
were willing to buy many hundreds of Chieftains.
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The Aftermath

While avoiding the temptation to draw conclusions from hindsight, it is worth

recalling some of the many consequences of the ‘Chieftain Affair’, both for Israel and

for Britain.

Ministry of Defence Attempts to ‘Compensate’ the IDF

In parallel with Israel’s diplomatic protests, the two defence ministries acted to

minimize the damage. The British MoD wanted the IDF to continue to buy other

military hardware, and perhaps also felt obliged to compensate Israel for the damage

caused by the refusal to sell Chieftains. The IDF, which needed many more tanks,

wanted to purchase more Centurions, and asked Britain to help upgrade them with a

laser range-finder and a new British 110mm tank gun that was under development

and which promised to be as effective as the Chieftain’s 120mm gun. The big

advantage of the new gun was its compact dimensions, which made it possible to

install it in the Centurion in place of the current 105mm gun at no great expense.

Furthermore, the 110mm gun could also be used to upgrade the hundreds of US

Patton tanks in Israeli service. General Tal proposed a comprehensive plan for

cooperation, by which Britain would complete the development of the gun and Israel

would develop a hollow-charge round and produce both the gun and ammunition.

Israel would equip its 1000 tanks with the new gun and, together with Britain, would

export it to other armies that wished to upgrade their Centurions and Pattons.38

This suggestion was first brought to Stewart’s attention at his meeting with Defense

SecretaryHealey on 7October 1969 and Stewart initially agreed to the plan.However, just

as in the ‘Chieftain Affair’, the FO then changed its mind and claimed that the upgraded

Centurions (with the 110mm gun, a US diesel engine and a British laser range-finder)

would be equivalent to the Chieftains, andwould therefore change the balance of forces in

theMiddle East. The FO feared that this would arouse the anger of the Arab states, which

would claim that Britain was supplying ‘Chieftains’ to Israel in an indirect way. Even

stronger fears were aroused by the prospect of British cooperation with the IDF in

marketing the gun to various overseas armies. On 13 April 1970, Stewart notified Healey

of his opposition to the Tal plan and this effectively torpedoed the project.

In November 1969, in parallel with the attempts by the MoD to get FO approval for

the sale of the new gun, the British ambassador in Tel Aviv asked the FO to consider

awarding Israel some ‘compensation’ and suggested selling more Centurions, Harrier

jump-jets, Rapier ground-to-air anti-aircraft missiles and submarines (at that time,

the ambassador was not yet aware of Israel’s interest in the 110mm gun).

Furthermore, he proposed goodwill gestures such as visits to Israel by the Duke of

Edinburgh and by British warships.39 At the end of consultations, Britain agreed to sell

only Centurions, laser range-finders and two landing craft: the idea of selling Rapier

missiles and Harrier aircraft was rejected. In an effort to remove the sting from the
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accusation that the FO was anti-Israel, the FO also decided to grant permission for the
building in Britain of two Israeli submarines, which were of German design.

Israel: The Genesis of the Merkava

Immediately after the refusal, General Tal and his staff began planning an indigenous
tank and in August 1970 the government approved the Merkava project, using the
organizational framework of the former Chieftain Project team. The Merkava tank

entered service in 1979, and has since passed through a series of upgrades, which have
made it one of the outstanding tank designs in the world. Much has been written about

the genesis of the Merkava and its battle performance, and this article is not the place
to repeat that history.40 However, it should be pointed out that even though the

Merkava is a strikingly original design in several ways, it is reasonable to assume that
Tal’s experience of working with the British developers since the middle of the 1960s

gave him many useful ideas and strengthened his confidence in his ability and that of
Israel’s defence industry to develop and produce a modern tank.
Between 1971 and the entry of the Merkava into service, Israel purchased hundreds

of US M-60s and the IDF further upgraded its Centurions with diesel engines and
automatic gearboxes from the USA as well as making many other improvements.

In the Golan Heights battles in the 1973 Yom Kippur War, the Centurions excelled
with their new armour-piercing round, even against the Syrian T-62.41 Further

examination of the Yom Kippur War indicates that the FO was quite right in its
evaluation that the Chieftains were not a matter of life and death for Israel: it is highly

unlikely that the Chieftains would have changed the course or outcome of the 1973
war. (However, the FO’s dismissal of the threat of the Soviets supplying Arab armies

with the T-62 tank was not right: a Soviet–Arab agreement regarding their supply was
signed in 1971 and they entered service in 1972.)

Britain: The Iranian Sale and the Libyan Disappointment

In British Army service, the Chieftain turned out to be a problematic tank, unlike its

highly successful predecessor, the Centurion. The infamous Leyland L60 engine with
TN12 gearbox caused many difficulties, which remained unresolved even by the end of
the 1970s. The tank’s teething problems turned out to be a chronic liability and the

operational readiness of the Chieftain regiments—the armoured backbone of the
British Army of the Rhine in Germany—was low.42 In addition, the 120mm rifled gun

that had been the pride of Britain in the 1960s did not stand the test of time. Today, the
most modern tanks in both the West and the East are equipped with 120mm

smoothbore guns. Britain did not succeed in selling the Chieftain to NATO countries,
which preferred the West German Leopard, and even Commonwealth armies shied

away from it. Salvation came from the Shah of Iran: in 1970, a huge deal was
negotiated, under which Iran bought 707 Chieftains of the standard Mark 5 and later

another 125 of an improved mark developed specifically for the Iranian Army (Shir 1).
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An additional order of 1225 more advanced tanks (Shir 2) did not materialize, having
been cancelled by Khomeni regime. General Tal’s memoirs mention that he and his

staff played an important role in persuading the Iranians to purchase Chieftains. It is
reasonable to assume that the upgrades that had been introduced to the tank as a result

of the Negev desert tests were incorporated in the tanks that were produced for Iran
and helped to negotiate the deal.43

Colonel Gadaffi’s Libya did not buy weapons from Britain—neither tanks nor the
very expensive air-defence system—and it was the French who profited most from the

Libyan revolution. In January 1970, they secured a favourable oil deal and signed a
sales agreement for 110 Mirage jet fighters. Eventually, the Libyan army was equipped
with T-54/55 Soviet tanks, with the first tanks being supplied in the spring of 1970.

Conclusion

This article describes the British policy in this affair as a combination of realpolitik and
‘perfidy’, a very complex combination, with a lot of twists and turns. One can

understand and even sympathize with the withdrawal from the agreement to sell
Chieftains to Israel. According to the British perception, the political and economic

costs of the sale increased considerably after the 1967 Six-Day War, and more so with
the escalation of the War of Attrition during 1968 and 1969. In other words, concern

about stability and British economic interests in the Middle East increased
considerably and the concerns for Israel’s security decreased dramatically after the

1967 war; this led to FO’s vigorous opposition to the sale of the Chieftains. One can
also understand and even sympathize with Britain’s desire to use the sale of tanks as an
incentive to Israel to be more flexible in the negotiations for a political settlement.

From the British point of view, the cancellation was a reasonable realpolitik imperative,
protecting Britain’s vital interests and furthering its ambition to play a political role

alongside the USA and the Soviet Union. It did not endanger Israel, and was not an
exceptional event in the relations between Israel and Western countries.

However, the decision to cancel was accompanied by steps that brought realpolitik
to the verge of ‘perfidy’ and ‘duplicity’, to use the terms coined by Richard Crossman.

First and foremost was the attempt to persuade the US State Department not to sell
tanks to Israel. The second questionable tactic was failing to tell Israel the truth at the
time the decision was taken and delaying notification of the withdrawal from the

agreement by many months, which caused Israel additional and unnecessary damage.
The third step was the refusal to grant Israel any compensation for the loss of time and

money invested in testing the tanks and introducing upgrades. The FO even objected
to selling the 110mm gun for the Israeli Centurions. This contrasts sharply with the

decision of West Germany, in February 1965, to compensate Israel for the reneging on
its agreement to supply of 110 Pattons tanks.

From the previous sections, it emerges that the protection of British economic
interests and desire to play a significant role in the diplomatic negotiations were the

main consideration for refusing the sale of the Chieftains. Nevertheless, it is
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worthwhile to mention some more factors, which had mixed effects. First, Wilson’s
and Crossman’s books on the Zionist movement and Israel show clearly their strong

sentiment towards Israel and its ruling MAPAI (Labour) Party.44 Nevertheless,
considerations of realpolitik decided the issue to the dismay of the Israeli

leadership. Second, Wilson, a quintessential friend of Israel, was dismayed earlier by
Israel’s conduct after the Six-Day War. His request for a token Israeli withdrawal from

the Suez Canal so that Nasser would agree to reopen it was flatly refused by Prime
Minister Levi Eshkol in January 1968. The closure of the canal and the oil embargo had

serious economic repercussions for Britain, so Wilson saw Eshkol’s refusal as
ingratitude after all his efforts, in May 1967, to keep the Straits of Tiran open. In 1969,
Wilson never mentioned Eshkol’s intransigence, but it may have affected, to some

extent, his attitude towards Israel’s pleas.45

Third and lastly, the sympathies of the FO seemed to lean more towards the Arab

position. It is beyond the scope of the present article to go into the subject, but it is
worthwhile to mention two utterances.

Wilson remarked that ‘The tone of Foreign Office comments on arms sales of any
kind to Israel always sounds more—much more—discouraging than in the case of

Arab countries—(or South Africa)’.46

Brenchley, the Head of the Arabian Department at the time wrote:

It is often claimed that the Foreign Office, or at least its official level, is pro-Arab.
There is an element of truth in this. What is certainly a fact is that, because there are
so many Arab countries, there are a large number of senior officials in the Foreign
Office who are sent to learn Arabic and have served in Arab capitals. That, as I used
to point out to my Israeli contacts, does not necessarily make them pro-Arab, but it
gives them some insight into Arab history and customs.47
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